Good grammar is like personal hygiene. You can ignore it if you want, but don't be surprised when people draw their conclusions.

Grammarly Cards
facebook.com/grammarly
YOU'RE means "you are"
YOUR means "your"
SOMETIMES YOUR THE DOG. SOMETIMES YOUR THE HYDRANT
It’s / Its
It’s = contraction of “it is”
Its = possessive pronoun or adjective

“It’s a filthy animal”

WOOF!

“Its name is Bob!”
when its gone, its gone
(but don’t despair... gorgeous labels are delivered daily)
WE'RE OPENING AT 3AM ON BLACK FRIDAY

Friday, November 27th
3:00AM

AMERICA RUNS ON DUNKIN'®
They’re vs. Their vs. There

- *They’re* not home
- *This is* *their* home
- *There is no one home*
we print on tank top's!!!
Banana’s 89¢ LB
Baby Banana’s 99¢ LB
Baby red Banana’s $1.29 LB
it is being loved by me

i'm lovin' it
Oops!
Thank you! 😊
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